Motor-related intracortical steal phenomenon detected by multichannel functional near-infrared spectroscopy imaging.
Patients with severe cerebral ischemia may lose autoregulation to increase cerebral blood flow following neural activity. Although the steal phenomenon under conventional cerebral blood flow study has been known as a high-risk factor for stroke, the cerebral oxygen hemodynamics in ischemic patients during functional activation has not been thoroughly investigated. In this study, we present rare cases with intracortical steal phenomenon during motor tasks detected by multichannel functional near-infrared spectroscopy before and after surgery. The relative concentration change of oxygenated, deoxygenated and total hemoglobin in and around the primary sensorimotor cortex during contralateral hand grasping was investigated in 11 patients with severe internal carotid artery stenosis. In 3 patients, the concentration of total hemoglobin around the primary sensorimotor cortex significantly decreased in response to motor stimulation and returned to baseline soon after termination of the motor task. This phenomenon partially disappeared postoperatively in all patients who underwent surgery. The remaining 8 patients showed no signs of total hemoglobin decrease in and around the sensorimotor cortex. In 9 patients, lack of decrease in deoxygenated hemoglobin in the center of the primary motor cortex during the motor task was observed and 3 of them showed significant increase in deoxygenated hemoglobin. We have demonstrated that in some patients with severe ischemia, an abnormal motor-related steal phenomenon can be observed. This phenomenon can be modulated by surgical intervention and might imply the severity of ischemia.